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About This Game

As the sole survivor of a distressed long-haul spaceship, you find yourself trapped within its falling apart remainings, struggling
to maintain its vital functions

and coping with your own survival while a code-strangled AI tries to help you.

Explore, salvage, study and make a good use of the different modules of the ship to resolve this dreadful situation.

Inspired by our love for science-fiction classics and the survival genre, Drift Into Eternity presents you with a unique and
difficult survival experience in first person

view. You'll have to quickly learn how to take advantage of the environment if you want to overcome the many dangers
threatening the ship and your life.

Key Features:

Enter a cold, stark, silent ship, drifting in an asteroid field, its hull slowly being hammered by all sides, and its
atmosphere being poisoned by its own toxic fuel released during the accident, while its vital functions die out one by
one.

Explore and chart the ship for materials to repair its many devices, for food and water to prevent starvation, and try to
keep your morale up to avoid fatal depression.

Repair the many damages slowly tearing apart the ship: close the breaches, repair its many devices, fight the many
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electrical fires, cleanse the corrosive and lethal atmosphere slowly infiltrating the hull.

Use the help of a sarcastic AI to gather the mandatory knowledge of your surroundings.

Study, craft, research and upgrade your tools to improve your chances of survival.

Take care of your diseases and wounds rapidly, if you don't want them to hinder your progression or put an end to it!

Minimal hand holding, you're the one trying to beat the game, we will only give hints on the very basic mechanics.
Learning and progressing is all up to you.

This game is meant to be difficult and challenging for the players. You will struggle and fail often. But hold on tight, explore,
observe and study... and maybe you'll find a way to survive each time a little longer!

The answer may be at the very end of the corridor!
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Title: Drift Into Eternity Demo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
We Are Bots
Publisher:
We Are Bots
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 275 series or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Brilliant minimalist sports game.. I think it is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome...
Love it.
Bring more.

 METALLICA
 FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH
for e.g.
. You access the flight plans by loading them when in free flight mode and follow them in the aircraft using the GPS. I bought
this add on when on offer at just over \u00a35 and recommend it, as not only do you get the plans but also the plane which for
this price is good value for money. It covers an area of the globe that I don't often fly and has made things more interesting,
particularly whilst using the FSX ATC.. melee can be better, great story.
(just don't by the deluxe, it's terrible). This game does nothing except crash and freeze my computer, just the same as another
game from this series. I highly suggest you give it a miss.. Game is ok for the dirt cars (not realistic at all, but it's an arcade).
The game won't recognize my wheel and using the controller on anything but the dirt cars is impossible. Wish I would have tried
the upper class cars before my measly 2 hours ran out so I could get a refund. Horrible game.. Playing through and 100
percenting took just under 2 hours for me. With that in mind, it's an interesting game. You are tasked with escaping from the
tower while piecing together the story through the lives of the inhabitants. The graphics are nice and the views from the
windows made me want to explore more the world had to offer. The levels of the tower are small so I imagine the footprint in
the overall scheme of the city is minuscule. There are some creepy parts that offer flashbacks. The downsides for me were the
sounds\/music and inventory. Overall the music it was nice but at times it seems when loop ends, everything is suddenly silent
until it starts up again. Inventory does not exist. I'd like to see the items or at least a list of what I had picked up. I wouldn't have
remembered had I took a break from playing. I'd recommend it as a good entry into a cyberpunk aesthetic.. Worst Game Ever
After a while it gets very very boring!. can not slow down the curser (pan) enough to play the game!!!!!!! :(. Loved the dlc! <3
Add's more Challenges to defense grid and also Bring's in one of the most loved Robotic voice over ever GLADOS! Very
challenging and good and you won't be dissapointed =D
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Its working now safe to buy people :D. 6/10!

Fun game and very relaxing. The artwork in this game looks really nice. Would recommend to anyone who enjoys doing jigsaw
puzzles.. I bought this game because it advertised an extra retail key that I planned to share with my cousin but I did not recieve
any such key.. Overall I'm very impressed with AM Model viewer. As others have suggested, improving DAE and adding new
formats, adding new view modes, and especially advanced shading methods would be the best. You may want to investigate
Voxel Global Illumination Shading as the ultimate direction here for lighting. But its amazing what you've accomplished so
far...its as good as IRIS VR without the long wait and startup hype. I generally put models in there and it works exactly as
expected, with a few hiccups.. Beautifull style\/graphic, good music, love the riddlesolving. Playing singleplayer on the parts
which require timing of the two 'characthers' is frustrating, play it in coop if you can.

And also there should be some better hint about how you hang on to the minecart with the shadow, died so many times trying to
manual keep my charachter on.. Another small hardcore platformer game: this time we have humwee and and aircraft instead of
helicopter. Very fun game. I beat it in the first week I had it and was a little sad as I didn't think that this had the replay value I
was seeking. So myself and many others posted on the forums that there needed to be a hardcore(permadeath) mode. What
happens a week or two later? Hardcore more. These devs post updates\/ patches every few days and they aren't small pointless
patches. It is very obvious that they care about there game\/baby and the game just keeps getting better and better. Buy this
game, it's great now and I promise that you will get patch upon patch that make the game feel brand new each time. Great game,
great devs.. the only fun part of this game was clicking the screen and hearing the click sound from the side of the screen i
clicked on. Complete CRAP, DO NOT BUY THIS POS MONEY GRAB of a So-called Game
Not fun, lousy graphics, wonky controls, just plain S#-IT!!!!
ALL OF THE POSITIVE REVIEWS IN THIS THREAD ARE MADE BY THE AUTHOR OR THEIR CRONIES... THE
GRAPHICS ARE COMPLETE CRAP... THIS GAME IS NOTHING BUT A WAY FOR THIS PUBLISHER TO GET YOUR
MONEY!!! TRASH, JUNK, GARBAGE. Best game 2018, would GO AGANE
10\/10
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